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NEWSLETTER
Welcome to the AQUAlity newsletter. In this second number you can 9ind the 9irst episode of "ESR Experiences",
a column drawn up by the AQUAlity young researchers about their career improvements and life paths,
together with a short report of the project activities that took place in the second half of 2018 and information
about the next events. Enjoy the reading!

International School on “Micropollutant Analysis and Abatement”
The School was organised by the Department of Chemistry and Bioscience (Aalborg University) and Euro9ins
VBM Laboratoriet and was held on 27-28th August 2018 in Aalborg (DK). The school addressed the new
technological advances in the 9ield of analytical chemistry, as well as different techniques for the treatment of
contaminated water (advanced oxidation processes and membrane 9iltration).
Lectures by academic and industrial researchers covered a comprehensive path from the fundamental
knowledge to the most advanced technologies for micropollutants analysis and abatement. Students had the
opportunity to enlarge their research network and improve their communication skills during working groups.

Pizza Night for the participants to the International School on “Micropollutant Analysis and Abatement”

Seminar on Advanced Water Puri<ication Technologies
On 29th August 2018, a seminar organized jointly
by the Department of Chemistry and Bioscience
(Aalborg University), Euro9ins VBM Laboratoriet,
the European Research and Innovation Network
MAT4TREAT, Project Ô, and AQUAlity was held in
Aalborg. During the event, several innovative
methods and technologies about water puri9ication
were shown and discussed. Many people involved in
the AQUAlity project and other experts in the 9ield
had the opportunity to present their work and their
proposal about the removal of pollutants from
industrial, urban and drinking water.

The AQUAlity project
• AQUAlity is a project funded by the European Union
under the Marie Skłodowska-Curie Actions (MSCA) –
Innovative Training Networks (Call: H2020-MSCAITN-2017). Project N. 765860
• AQUAlity is a multidisciplinary European Training
Network aiming to generate and promote 15 highly
skilled scientists in the field of the removal of
pollutants present in very small amount in aqueous
systems.
• Info: www.aquality-etn.eu/the-project/
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The AQUAlity consortium
• 7 universities:
‣ Università di Torino, Italy
‣ Aalborg Universitet, Denmark
‣ Università del Piemonte Orientale,
Italy
‣ Universitat Politecnica De
Valencia, Spain
‣ Panepistimio Ioanninon, Greece
‣ Ecole Polytechnique, France
‣ Karadeniz Teknik Üniversitesi,
Turkey

• 8 companies:
• 3 research institutes:
‣ Liqtech International A/S,
‣ CNRS Clermont-Ferrand, France
Denmark
‣ Plataforma Solar De Almería,
‣ Società Metropolitana
Spain
Acque Torino, Italy
‣ INERIS, France
‣ IRIS, Italy
‣ FACSA, Spain
‣ ISALIT, Italy
‣ MIRTEC, Greece
‣ NIVA, Norway
• Info: www.aquality-etn.eu/who-we-are/
‣ VBM, Denmark

Second AQUAlity meeting (Aalborg)
On 30th August 2018, prof. Peter Roslev welcomed the participants on behalf of the local organizers and the
Director Department of Chemistry and Bioscience (Aalborg Universitet).
Then, the coordinator - prof. Paola Calza - welcomed the ESRs who recently joined the project, drew the
participants’ attention on the recent news about the project management and stressed the high relevance of the
Mid-Term Check to be held on next March during the 3rd
AQUAlity meeting. Moreover, she remembered that the
participation to the Mid-Term Check is mandatory for the
supervisors, the representatives of the partner
organizations and all the scientists-in-charge.
Soon after, WPs 2-4 presentations and discussions
followed. All the ESRs presented their work and each WP
leader (proff. V. Sakkas, A. Arques, V. Boffa) presented the
state of the art and the activities to be carried out. In the
evening the whole group met at the Restaurant for a
networking event.

AQUAlity people never stop discussing the project…

In the morning of 31st August, the sessions about WPs
5-7 took place. Prof. I. Oller made a brief summary about
the elaboration of the personal and career development
plans for all ESRs and resumed the status of the training
activities. Prof. E. Robotti resumed the status of the
secondments and reminded the audience about some
rules concerning the secondment plans and the AQUAlity
Assessment questionnaires for ESRs and tutors. Prof. E.
Laurenti gave a presentation on the status of
dissemination and outreach activities inviting all the
participants to update the information – to be sent
periodically to the coordinator, the Dissemination
Manager and the Public Relation Team for the project’s
archive and the website.

The Supervisory Board Meeting followed. It was chaired by prof. Paola Calza and the following issues were
discussed: rules to be followed before publishing a scienti9ic result and the plan of secondments. A 9inal section
took place to give the audience updates about the next events and, in conclusion, prof. P. Calza closed the
meeting.

ESR Experiences - Episode One
Starting from this number, some of our ESRs will talk about their work and life in a far away country. Thanks to
Reni, Kate and Dennis for being the 9irst to tell us about their experiences, may the force always be with you…
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Reni Dimitrova
I started my education abroad when I turned 18. Living in a foreign Miss Dimitrova studied Geoecology at the
Karlsruher Institute of Technology where she
country gave me the opportunity to work and study with lots of specialized in the field of water and
people from different places in a fast moving cultural environment, wastewater studies. Further, she prepared both
which I believe made me more creative, 9lexible and open minded her Bachelor and Master theses at the Water
person. After 9inishing my studies in Germany, I decided to continue Technology Center in Karlsruhe, Germany.
my career in one of
the most demanding industries, namely the Metallurgy in my
home country Bulgaria. After gaining valuable experience in
the industry sector, I decided to carry on with my research
career abroad. For me personally being able to be in such
diverse roles in my professional life keeps me passio-nate
about my work, which I truly believe is a key ingredient for a
satisfying work life. It is worth mentioning that constantly
changing the environment comes with a big price tag, literally
and metaphorically – the lack of meaningful social experience
and the effort of building new friendships can drain ones
emotional energy. Nevertheless, living far away had taught me
to appreciate my family and friends a lot more and to enjoy
Reni’s presentation in Aalborg meeting
every minute spend with them to the fullest.

Katarzyna Janowska
My travelling experience as an Early Stage Researcher of AQUAlity
project started just after less than 2 months of staying at my host
institution – Aalborg University. My 9irst travel to summer school and
9irst AQUALITY meeting in Clermont Ferrand in France was then
continued to Turin in Italy. During 3 months secondment at UNITO
and IRIS (May-July 2018) I was always on a way, travelling across the
country and also abroad for example go to summer school in
Enschede in Netherlands.
I would like to share with you a little piece of this cake. Imagine that
Kate in the SMAT lab (Turin)
you are one of us – PhD student working abroad. You just checked-in
all your heavy suitcases and full of uncertainty you are running Miss Janowska studied Chemical Enginethrough airport to catch next 9light for your mystery tour. Are you ering at Poznan University of Technology.
scary? No worries, soon you will become an expert in 9inding the best During her Bachelor and Master degree she
connections, ticket prices, easily changing planes few tim es during was working on chitin in the field of
nanostructured biomaterials.
few hours – it happened with me. Full of curiosity and doubts how
will be your new “few months home” you are lost in the middle of all
unknown places and people. You can be fascinated or
disappointed, better if it will be 9irst option. But even if not,
anyway you will soon walk con9idently through the city,
being a guide tour for your friends, describing each corner
and taking photos of next amazing view. You may have
problems to 9ind a good place to live, which was a nightmare
for me. Maybe you will be surprised with many things in
your new country, don’t understand Italian expressiveness
and language, but for sure there will be always a small light
in tunnel – people.

Goodbye party before leaving Turin (from the left:
Dimitra, Fabrício, Kate, Esra and Nuno)

Support of your tutor (thanks to prof. Giuliana Magnacca)
and helpful hands of your friends (many thanks to Dimitra,
Nuno, Esra and Fabricio) will set you up and clear the sky in
worst moments. Summarizing, you will get lot of experience
seeing all new places and meeting all new people. So just
enjoy these opportunities!
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Dennis Deemter
Living abroad offers many opportunities you would never 9ind
when staying at home in the country or city you have been born in.
I started my adventures abroad when I decided to do a double
degree in Mechanical Engineer with Polymer Technics in
Osnabrück, Germany. A dream coming true from a young age.
Although at 9irst the cultural differences may not seem to be that
big, they are there and you have to adapt to them. It was here I
discovered my appreciation of helping other people coming with
equal or bigger differences, easing their transition to enjoy our
experience together in our new living environment.

Dennis and Fabrício at AAU (Aalborg)

During my Erasmus abroad in Cluj Napoca, Romania I decided I wanted to do a PhD and what would have been
9itting better than a Marie Curie program!? I was fortunate to receive a position at the Plataforma Solar de
Almería in Andalucia, Southern Spain.
Once arrived in my new home country and starting to work at my
new workplace, I felt directly at home between the people I work
with. Everyone at the institute has the same goal: not only 9inishing
their PhDs, but foremost making the world a better place with their
researches in the Environmental and Water Treatment 9ield.

Mr. Deemter received Bachelors in the double
degree programme at Windesheim University of
Applied Sciences in Zwolle (NL) and Hochschule
Osnabrück (D). He took a Master in Applied
Material Sciences with a focus on Polymers and
their application on membrane technology.

My Secondments are in Denmark, where I am at the moment in
Aalborg, Northern Jutland and in Italy. For me personally, I like to extensively travel the new country I am in and
to absorb as much cultural and culinary habits I can. This often results in the discovery of amazing surprises
when randomly picking a dish from the menu that is written with words you never have seen before. Or, a
terrible dish that can only be appreciated by the local taste pallet.
Concluding all of the above, I can only highly recommend the experience to travel and work abroad. The change
to work and surround yourself with so many different personalities, cultures and make connections all over the
world is an extreme enrichment of you as a person. While achieving things that you would never considered
possible, leaving a better world behind as you found it.

AQUAlity at the Researchers’ Night 2018

NEXT EVENTS
& ACTIVITIES
International Winter School on
Mass Spectrometry
4-5 March 2019

Last September, our ESR presented their work at the European
Researchers' night (in Italy and Spain) and in a Science Festival (in Italy).

——

Third AQUAlity Meeting
6-7 March 2019
——

Workshop on substances
prioritization
8 March 2019

Venue: Ecole Polytechnique,
Palaiseau (France)
Information on the Website:
www.aquality-etn.eu/3rd-aqualitymeeting/

INFORMATION & NEWS:

Website: www.aquality-etn.eu Facebook: www.facebook.com/AQUAlityITN2017
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